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African States agree on the necessity of living under the Rule of Law. All their 
Constitutions (with the sole exception of that of Tanzania)1 contain passages 
to that effect and Statesmen have often affirmed their determination to uphold 
the fundamental liberties of the citizens2• There also exists a consensus about 
the role which the judiciary has to play in that respect. Good judges are seen as 
a necessary bulwark against the forces which threaten individual liberties and the 
dignity of the citizens. Thus, the Constitutions of the French-speaking African 
countries all stipulate that the judiciary is the guarantor of the individual's 
rights3• Many provisions of the Constitutions of English-speaking Africa are based 
on the same principle. The Constitutional Commission for Ghana stated quite 
clearly4 ; 

"It is our considered view, a view which is happily shared by all Ghanaians, 
that the Law Courts of Ghana shall be  the custodian and bastion of the 
liberty and dignity of Ghanaians, the guardian of the Constitution, in 
short, the citadel of justice. The independence of judges is an essential 
prerequisite to the attainment of this objective, and it can be achieved only 
under certain conditions. " 

The determination to ensure the high calibre of the judiciary is not only found 
in States which generally adhere to the political philosophy and legal mechanisms 
inherited from Western colonial powers . Some of the most deliberately socialist 
States share this conviction. They may disagree about the interpretation to be 
given to the principle of separation of powers and the independence of the ju
diciary, but still adhere to the general tenet that the judiciary has a special role 
to play and that therefore its members need special protection. Thus, the Algerian 
Constitution affirms the principle of an independent judiciary but its Minister of 
Justice points out that5 ; 

"M�me si l' Algerie s'engageait solennellement a garantir le magistrat 
dans l'exercice de sa profession, elle ne pouvait au plan des pnnClpes 
reconnaitre a ce magistrat un veritable droit contre la societe. Non que 
le magistrat ne soit pas independant, il 1'est dans la mesure ou son action 
ne va pas a contre-courant de 1'evolution politique et economique de 
l' Algerie. " 

,} This article includes revised and up-dated extracts frorn two background papel'" presented by the author 
at the Conference of African Jurists on African Legal Process and the Individual, sponsored by the U. N. 
Economic Commission for Africa in Addis Ababa, in April 197 1 .  

1 The Tanzanian Constitution does no t  contain a B i l l  of Rights. Yet, th i s  does no t  reflect any negative 
attitude towards fundamental liberties in that country. lt  should rather be ascribed to a certain scep
ticism towards general principles. The Tanzanians' concern for protection of Humar:- Rights is quite 
vivid, as i s  illustrated, among other things, by the institution of an Ombudsman. See A.  M.  Jacomy
Mil lette, "The Ombudsman in Africa" , in T. G.  VERHELST, Legal Process and the Individual, 
African Source Materials ,  p .  178 ,  Centre for African Development, Addis Ababa, 1972. 

2 T .  G. VERHELST and Z.  B .  PLATER, "Constitutional Guarantees of the Individual" , in T. G .  VER-
HELST, op. cit . ,  p .  9. 

3 Constitutions of Mauritania, Art. 49, Rwanda, Art. 101  and Guinea, Art. 37. 
4 The Proposals of the Constitutional Commission for a Constitution for Ghana, 1968 No. 502. 
S Constitution of Aigeria, Art. 62 and M.  BEDJAOUI, "La nouv,elle organisation judiciaire en AlgerieJJ 

Revue Juridique et Politique, No . 4 ,  Octobre-Decembre 1969, p .  526 et seq. This  text may be translated 
as follows : " . . .  Even when Algeria undertook solemnly to protect a judge in the exercise of his office, 
it could not, in principle, give judges a right against  society. This does not mean that the judge is not 
independent ; he  is ,  in so far and to the extent that his  act i s  not harmful to the political and economic 
development of Algeria" . 
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This concept is faithfully reflected in the artide of the Algerian Constitution 
which prodaims that in the exercise of their du ti es judges are to obey the 
interest of the socialist revolution. 
Tanzania's adherence to the Rule of Law is equally dear. President Nyerere 
leaves no doubt about it, as it appears from the following address to a Con
ference of Judges ; it is however noteworthy that he insists on the proper meaning 
to be given to the independence of the judiciary6 : 

"Judges are, and must be nothing less than the buttress wall supporting 
the individual justice for which our people struggled when they fought for 
national independence . . .  There is a separate hierarchy and system of com
mand for the judiciary, and once a man is appointed it is extremely difficult 
to displace hirn. These things are intended to help secure impartiality. But 
they must not do more. They must not lead to the belief that a Judge can 
be, or should be, 'neutral' on the basic issue of our society . . .  Their inter
pretation must be made in the light of the assumptions and aspirations of 
the society in which they live. " 

At the 1 97 1 Conference of African Jurists on "Legal Process and the Individual" , 
a number of participants voiced their opposition to the principle of indepen
dence of the judiciary. This principle, they observed, was of Western origin, and 
contrary to traditional African legal concepts. Public Law in traditional Africa 
was characterized by unity, not by separation of powers, and experience proved 
that there was nothing in that system to prevent safeguarding genuine impartiality 
in the performance of judicial functions. To these speakers, this principle is not 
only contrary to African tradition but also to present-day realities and needs 
of the African continent. New States in process of development would need 
co-operation on the part of all authorities if development policies are to be 
successful and squandering of efforts to be avoided. It would indeed be harmful 
to the stability and development of a country if its magistrates assumed the 
right to oppose its leaders' social and economic policy on the pretext of 
judicial independence7 • No doubt, a balance must be struck somewhere between 
subservience of judges to political and administrative authorities - a situation most 
prejudicial to individual liberties - and total irresponsiveness of the judges to their 
country's needs and efforts. Be that as it may, all agree that judges have an 
important role in society. 
Although there is an almost universal consensus in Africa as to the high standards 
to be set for the judiciary, the actual situation is reputed to be less than satis
factory. Many participants to the latest Conference of African jurists agreed that 
there exists a "crisis of justice" in AfricaB• There are, first of all, blatant 
violations of the Rule of Law, such as those which have been reported in coun
tries such as Dahomey, the then Congo-Kinshasa, Zanzibar, Burundi or Uganda. 
Yet, they are altogether exceptional occurrences and should certainly not be con
sidered as typical of African judicial practice. However, it remains true that almost 
everywhere, cases are reported of more or less gross denials of justice. Reports 
of judges making decisions in violation of the law are too many to be ignored. 

6 J.  K.  NYERERE, Freedom and Socialism, A Selection from Writings and Speeches 1965-67, Oxford 
University Press, Dar es Salaam, 1969, p .  110 and 1 12 .  

7 T. G. VERHELST, op .  cit . , p .  355 et seq. 
8 This was the 1971 Conference on African Legal Process and the Individual organized by the Economic 

Commission for Africa in Addis Ababa. See T. G.  VERHELST, op. ci! . ,  p .  iv. 
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Sometimes, it is their lack. of professional competence that is pointed to. Many 
judges simply are ignorant of the rules and procedures they are supposed to apply. 
Sometimes also, it is the judges' excessive subservience to powers that be which 
is reported. They are yielding too often to pressures from political or admin
istrative authorities. Again it is sometimes their moral integrity that is put 
into question as weIl as the impartiality of their decisions. Certainly, these prob
blems are not unique to Africa. They are found everywhere, in varying degrees. 
The object of this paper is not to describe the shortcomings of the African 
judiciary but rather to inquire into the statutory provisions which have been 
enacted, in each independent African State9, regarding the judiciary. The analysis 
of these statutes will enable us to determine whether the African States have 
seriously tried to implement in their legislation the lofty principles on the Rule 
of Law and the role of the judiciary which they officially proclaim. Finally, we 
will make some observations on the ability of legislation to model reality and 
achieve the aims for which it has been enacted. 
This inquiry into the legislation pertaining to the African judiciary will revolve 
around three questions, which correspond to the three major shortcomings re
ported above : 

1 )  do the statutes require a certain level of professional qualification from 
the judges ? 

2) do they guarantee the judges' independence in the face of political aLld 
administrative interference? 

3 )  do they set moral standards for the judges and how do they seek to 
uphold them? 

First of all, we sha11 have to review rules governing those judges who belong 
to the ordinary court structure. Thereafter, we must turn to the members of 
courts and tribunals which have special competences : customary law courts, 
administrative courts, extraordinary criminal tribunals, etc. 

I. Judges in the ordinary courts 

a) Professional qualification, guarantee of technical competence 

The quality of justice administered in a particular country will depend in a 
large respect on the judge's actual knowledge and understanding of the law. 
It is not only irksome, but obviously also prejudicial to due process of law, to 
have to fight one's case before a judge who fails to grasp the legal intricacies 
of a particular problem. The lack. of professional qualification on the part of 
the judges is not an easy problem to solve, however. In many African countries, 
trained manpower is still a relatively scarce commodity. When a State disposes 
of a handful of lawyers only, there are many good reasons to put them to work 
in key administrative jobs rather than in courts. Thus, out of the fourteen 
lawyers to be found in Rwanda, only four have been assigned to the courts. 
All the others work in Ministries and important State agencies. Similarly, 

9 Countries under coloniaI ruIe, o r  governed by a minority regime, are not dealt with in this paper. 
Basic principles of the Rule of  Law are openly flouted in these areas. The emphasis he re lies on eHorts 
on the part of  the new African States to set up a judiciary which would correspond to their declared 
interest in upholding the Rule of  L.w, .nd .cquiring • judici.ry of high c.libre .  
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Ethiopia's young law graduates are overwhelmingly hired by Ministries and 
only rarely are they appointed as judges. It is therefore worth inquiring wh at 
requirements are set to be appointed as a judge. We shall see that, except for 
lower courts, the requirements are very high. 
In French-speaking Africa only those candidates holding a degree in law or its 
equivalent are recruited for the judiciaryl0. The candidates must then sit a 
qualifying examination. Specialized schools, e. g. , the Malagasy Institut d':E:tudes 
Judiciaires runs preparatory courses for this examination. This is normally 
followed by two years of professional training. These training programmes are 
sometimes given by schools as in Ivory Coast, yet in some cases they are run by 
the courts themselves11• Another standard of recruitment is based on professional 
experience. Candidates are recruited from within the legal profession : law pro
fessors, lawyers, solicitors12, etc. and holders of a doctorate in law13• Under 
Zafrian legislation only those judges who have served at least three years in a 
post will be eligible for promotion. This law is important from the point of 
view of its guarantee of professional experience, and its limiting effect on rapid, 
but sometimes tainted, promotion. 
In English-speaking Africa, the method of recruitment and the professional 
standards reflect thc English system. In contrast to the French system, young 
jurists are not trained to be career judges, but judges are appointed from among 
practising lawyers. This concept is expressed in several constitutions. In Ghana, 
for example, to be appointed to the Bench of any of the three higher courts, 
one must have the right to practice in any of the civil or criminal courts in 
Ghana or any country having a similar legal system, so recognized by the 
Judicial Council. In addition, several years' practice as a barrister is necessary 
- 1 5 ,  12 or 1 0  for appointment to the Supreme Court, the Court of Appeal, 
or the High Court respectively14. In Kenya and Uganda the experience required 
for appointment to the courts may be that of the Bench or that of the Bar1S. 
In Ethiopia, the Constitution merely stipulates that judges are to be experienced 
in the sphere of law which they will be called to apply16. 
The general principles of recruitment have had to be modified by several countries. 
When it became necessary to africanize the Judiciary, examples of this were 
found even at the level of the higher courts. In Burundi and in Rwanda, for 
example, africanization was speedily effected without much thought having been 
given to thc qualification of the judges17. This solution is most likely to 
satisfy the aspiration of independence, but may prove unfortunate as far as 
respect for the Rule of Law is concerned. 
Wherc the lower courts are concerned, the dearth of professional magistrates 
is even more accutely felt than in higher courts. It is common knowledge that 
two different approamcs to thc organization of the judiciary are to bc found. 
Some count ries have maintained a dual judicial structure. In this case, thc or-

10 Cameroon, Federal Act No. 205 of April 28, 1966 ; Dahomey, Act No. 5 of April 20, 1965 ; Zaire, Act 
No. 68-246 of July 10, 1968. 

11 Senegal Act No. 47 of November 9, 1960 ; Gabon Act No. 23-PR. M.  J .  of March 22, 1963 . 
12 Mauritania, Act No. 014 of January 1 8 ,  1963 ; Zaire Act 68-246 of July 10, 1968. 
13  Central African Republic Act No. 367 of February 1 ,  1963 ; Zaire Act of 1968 supra. 
14  Constitution of Ghana Art. 120. 
15  Constitution of Kenya, Art. 61, and of Uganda, Art. 84 and 89. 
1 6  Constitution of Ethiopia, Art. 1 1 1 .  
17 J .  GILISSEN et J. VANDERLINDEN, "Essai d e  synth�se" i n  J. GILISSEN, L'organisation judiciaire en 

Afrique noire, Etudes , Ed. de l'Institut de Sociologie, Bruxelles, 1969, p. 41 and T. G.  VERHELST. 
La legislation rwandaise en dix ann�es d'Independance ,  Nyabisindu 1972 (mimeo ; to be published) . 
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dinary court structure applies the so-called written law, while the other applies 
customary law. These are tribunals with special competences and it is to be 
expected that rules relating to their judiciary differ from those applicable to 
ordinary courts (cf. infra sub II : judges in special courts and tribunals). Yet, 
other countries have (more or less) unified their court structure. In these countries, 
there is only one set of courts having competence in all fields of the law, 
both customary and written18• And yet the difference between the unified and 
separate structures is not as important as one may believe. Indeed, in spite of 
their desire to modernize their legal system, the countries which have established 
a unified court structure (e. g., Zaire, Madagascar, Kenya, Somali, Ghana) 
nevertheless have to be satisfied, in most cases, with the same lay magistrates who 
sat in the former customary courts, or with lower members of the legal profession 
(tradition al chiefs, elders, etc) . 
Thus in French-speaking States, a degree in law is no longer necessary for those 
candidates to the lower courts who served as clerks to former courts, provided 
that they are successful in the qualifying examination19• In Dahomey, the composi
tion of the first-degree courts for written law and of customary courts, which have 
been integrated at the bottom of the hierarchy of courts, has not been modified. 
In Senegal, the Cadi of the Moslem courts of former French West Africa has 
been skilfully incorporated into the corps of Justices of the Peace. A similar 
solution was found in Mauritania. Noteworthy however is that, in this country, 
the Moslem law judges are chosen from among the best jurists of the Malekite 
code (Islamic Law)20. Lower courts are often composed of district officers or 
other members of the executive branch (cf. infra : composition of the courts) . 
Although these officials have no formal legal training, they have acquired an 
experience in judicial matters . In Zaire, the new justices of the peace, who are 
only competent to deal with minor criminal and civil cases and with customary 
law cases must not hold a legal degree. 
In English-speaking Africa, the high standards set for appointment to the superior 
courts are not automatically applicable to the lower courts. The rules of recruit
ment for these courts are laid down, in Ghana by the Chief Justice on the 
advice of the Judicial Council21, in Kenya by the Judicial Service Commission22 
and in Uganda by the President of the Republic, on the advice of the Judicial 
Service Commission23. Thus, the lower courts of Kenya are still composed in 
part of former judges of the «African Courts"24. In other countries, judges 
trained in European law are assisted by assessors versed in customary law25• It 
does not seem possible that judges of the lower courts could, in the short run, 
acquire the same qu.alifications as their colleagues in the higher courts, such as 
University training in law, or long legal experience. But at least efforts should 
be made to ensure that they possess basic professional skills. Lower court judges 

18 This poliey of  integration is  in keeping with conclusions of  the Afriean Conferenee on the Rule o f  Law, 
which reeommended that all national law, tradition al or modern, should be administered by the ordi· 
nary courts of  the land. Afriean Conferenee on the Rule of Law, Lagos (Nigeria) , january 3rd-7th, 1961 . 
A Report of the Conferenee, Geneva, 196 1 .  

19  Cf .  M.  jEOL, La Reforme de la justiee en Afrique Noire, p .  96 ,  Pedone, Paris, 1963 . 
20 Mauritania, Aet. 014 of january 18 ,  1963 . 
21 Constitution of Ghana, Art. 20. 
22 Constitution of Kenya, Art. 69. 
23 Constitution of  Uganda, Art. 9 1 .  
24  Cf .  GHAI and  MeAUSLAN, Publie Law and  Politieal Changes in Kenya, Nairobi, Oxford University 

Press, 1970, p .  372. 
25 Tanzania, Magistrates Courts Act No. 55,  1963 . In exceptional cases, the assessors are entitled to vote. 

This is the ease in Mali. 
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who have been appointed a long time ago, during the colonial occupation, do 
have such skills. What they lack in theoretical training they have gained through 
a long career in practice. But many of these particular judges are now dose 
to retirement-age and no sufficient attention seems to have been paid by a 
number of African States to ensure their adequate replacement. Because there 
is a tendency to fo11ow too dosely the European educational system as the only 
valid one, a number of States have done no more than setting up Law Schools 
at University level. However, failing to set up legal training institutions at levels 
inferior to the licence or LL.B. degree and capable of handling in relatively short 
time a large number of students, these countries may soon be faced with vacant 
judgeships at the lower court level and nobody adequately trained to fill them. 
They might then have to appoint judges tota11y devoid of any professional or 
legal ability. It should be pointed out that some countries have not ignored this 
problem. Thus, Rwanda has already created a legal training centre for lay ma
gistrates. Its aim is to provide practising but unqualified magistrates with tech
nical training, based on legal practice26• In Zaire a school for justices of the 
pe ace is planned. A few English-speaking countries have also taken steps in that 
direction. Thus, Uganda and Kenya have organized training courses for lay ma
gistrates27• In Tanzania, this is handled by the Institute of Development 
Management. 

b) Independence of the judiciary 

i) The principle 

Nearly a11 the constitutional texts of African States devote28 at least some 
artides to the independence of the judiciary. Some constitutions use the simple 
term "Judicature"  (Kenya), "Judiciary" (Egypt) , or "Courts" (Nigeria), while 
others speak of an "Autorite judiciaire" (Senegal, Ivory Coast, Gabon) or a 
"Pouvoir judiciaire" (Zaire, Mali, Ethiopia) or "Administration de la justice" 

(Equatorial Guinea) or "Judiciary Department" (Liberia) . This difference of 
terminology does not correspond to any intended difference in the degree of 
independence of the judiciary. The extent of this independence is to be found 
in artides of the constitutions and in legislative texts, particularly those dealing 
with the professional rules governing the members of the judiciary. These rules 
differ considerably in accordance with the kind of courts : members of ordinary 
courts are much better protected against a11 sorts of pressures than are members 
of special jurisdictions. Let us then inquire into the procedure of the appoint
ment of judges (ii) , the composition of the courts (iii), and the irremovability 
of judges (iv), in order to find out how the principles of independence are 
implemented in them. 
Several constitutions prodaim that judges in the exercise of their office are subject 
only to the authority of the law29• Thus the Ghanaian Constitution states that 

26 The Centre national de formation judiciaire at Nyabisindu started in 1970. Cf. T. G.  VERHELST, La 
legislation rwandaise . . .  , op. cit. 

27 Noteworthy are the multifarious activities (short and long courses für magistrates, law reports, etc.) of 
the Law Development Centre at Kampala (Uganda), a centre started in 1968. See this Centre', Annual 
Repons. 

28 Not, however, the Constitution of the People's Republic of the Congo. 
29 Constitution of Ethiopia, Act. 1 1 0, Guinea, Art. 35 and Egypt, Art. 152. 
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the judiciary is subject to the Constitution and no other authority. The execut:ive 
is explicitly exeluded from all final judicial action30• These elauses express the 
traditional liberal doctrine of the separation of powers. The result is that the 
executive cannot give binding instructions to the judge concerning the interpre
tation of the law, or issue injunctions concerning the stand he should take on 
any matter sub judice. Still further, the judge should not be subject to any 
pressure, as a result of any act done du ring the exercise of his office3!. Most 
of the Constitutions of the French-speaking countries state that the President 
of the Republic is the guarantor of the independence of judges and is assisted 
by the Conseil superieur de la magistrature (The Upper Council of the 
Judiciary)32. The value of instituting the Head of State as guarantor of the 
independence of the judiciary is doubtful indeed. It is a principle inspired by 
French constitutional law but in France the Head of State is distinct from the 
head of government, and it is therefore possible for hirn, at least in theory, 
to act as an impartial umpire and to protect the judiciary from undue pressure. 
This is not the case in Africa, however, where the Head of State is generally 
also the head of government. The African Head of State is even less impartial 
an umpire because he often is, besides head of government, the leader of the 
single party or at least the major party. 

ii) Appointment of judges 

The method of appointing judges creates a thorny problem from the point of 
view of the independence of the judiciary. The solution might be that in law 
or in practice there should be some degree of co-operation (or at least consul
tation) between the judiciary and the authority actually making the appoint
ment. 
In French-speaking Airica this is the solution which has been more frequently 
adopted for ordinary courts. Indeed, judges in those courts are appointed by the 
President of the Republic33. But this infringement of the principle of the 
separation of powers is mitigated by the elose relations which exist between 
the executive and the judiciary. Their co-operation is mainly exercised within 
the Conseil superieur de la magistrature. This body submits names of judges 
for appointment by the President of the Republic34• Sometimes, it merely 
gives an opinion on the proposals made by the Minister of Justice35. The Conseils 
superieurs de la magistrature vary in composition. They are normally presided 
over by the Head of State or a member of the Council of ministers (in principle 
the Garde des Sceaux, or Minister of Justice) and inelude, besides the ex officio 
member or members (namely the Chief Justice), either judges only (who are often 
elected rather than nominated), or judges and well-known personalities such as 
representatives of the national assembly and the President of the Republic36• 

30 Constitution of Ghana, Art. 102. 
3 1  Constitution of Ghana, Art. 102 (9) and 120 (2) . 
32 Constitution of Ivory Coast, Art. 59, Chad, Art. 63 and Rwanda, Art. 101 .  
33 COllstitution of Niger, Art .  61 ; Tunisia, Art .  54 and Cameroon, Art .  32 .  
34 Cameroon, Act  No. 55 of May 7, 1960. 
35 Senegal, Act No. 60-16 of September 3, 1960 ; Ivory Co.st, Act No. 61-202 of June 2,  1969. 
36  The Conseil superieur de la magistrature does not participate in the nomination of members of the 

Public Prosecutor's o ffice. Its role i s  limited tO that o f  appointing judges to the Benelt, in order to 
guarantee their independence frorn the executive. The members of the Department of Public Prosecution 
are appointed like other officials, without any special procedure . 
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In English-speaking Africa, a distinction is generally made between three cate
gories of judges. The Chief Justice is often appointed directly by the President 
of the Republic alone. The other members of the higher court or courts are 
appointed by the President of the Republic in agreement with the Judicial 
Service Commission37 or the Judicial Council38• The judges of the lower courts 
are subject to different rules of appointment. In Uganda, they are appointed 
by the President of the Republic, in agreement with the Judicial Service 
Commission. These rules, however, do not apply to all the courts. Parliament 
decides their application39• In Kenya, the judges of the lower criminal courts and 
those who serve exclusively in civil courts, must be appointed by the Judicial 
Service Commission (which may however delegate its power) . Parliament also 
has the power of appointing judges to exercise the same functions as those 
exercised by the Commission40• In Ghana, these judges are appointed by the 
Chief Justice in consultation with the Judicial Council, and in agreement with 
the President of the Republic41• The Judicial Service Commis si on (the Judicial 
Council in Ghana) varies in composition as weIl, as it is the case for the 
Fren.ch Supreme Councils of the Judiciary. In Kenya it is made up of two 
judges from the higher courts who are appointed by the President of the Re
public and the Chairman of the Public Service Commission42• In Uganda, a 
third magistrate is to be found instead of this official43• In Ghana, the Judicial 
Council is made up of the Chief Justice, two judges (of the Court of Appeal 
and High Court), the attorney-general and three lawyers and a lay member, 
appointed by the President of the Republic44• Things developed differently in 
Nigeria. The Republic Constitution provided for judges to be appointed by 
the President or Regional Governor acting in accordance with the advice of the 
Prime Minister or the Regional Premier as appropriate. This Constitution did 
away with the Judicial Service Commission which had been established pursuant 
to the 1 960 Constitution and which gave advice to the executive on the appoint
ment of judges. Since the military takeover, a new body, the Advisory Judicial 
Committee has been set up. It advises the Supreme Military Council on the 
appointment of judges45• 
As a whole, it does not seem that the procedures for the appointment of judges in 
Africa involve clear threats to their future independence. The safeguards set 
forth by constitutions and statutes can generally be said to be satisfactory. 

iii) The composition of courts 

Ordinary courts are, as a rule, staffed by members of the judiciary. However, 
although the principle of the independence of the judiciary with regard to the 
other powers is generally proclaimed, it is sometimes found that members of the 
executive sit in the ordinary courts. Thus, in Swaziland and Botswana, the 

37 Uganda, Kenya, cf. supra. 
38 Ghana, cf. supra. 
39  Constitution 01 Uganda, Art. 9 l .  
40  COflstitution of  Kenya, Art .  61 . 
41 Constitution 01 Ghana, Art. 12l .  
42 Constitution of Kenya,  Art .  68 .  
43 Constitution 01 Ugar,da, Art .  90. 
44 Constitution 01 Ghana, Art. 1 19 .  
45 Cf .  S .  D .  ADEBIYI, "The Executive and the  Judiciary - the Nigerian Experience" , in T. G. VERHELST, 

Legal Process and the Individual . . .  , op. cit . ,  p. 159 et seq. 
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district commissioners, senior district officers and district officers sit in the lower 
courts46. The majority of district magistrates in Kenya are still civil servants 
(District Commissioners, District Officers)47. 
In Chad, the senior district officers are justices of the peace48. In Madagascar 
the police courts are administered by senior district and district officers. In the 
Central African Republic, the senior district officer is chairman of the first 
degree court49• This situation does not meet the stated requirements with regard 
to independence of the judiciary. Nevertheless, there are many who believe that 
it is the only practical solution, on the one hand, because of the dearth of 
judges in the new African States (cf. supra : professional qualifications) and 
on the other, because of the extensive territories to be administered. To reject 
this system would be to deprive the population living in the most re mo te 
parts of the country of justice. A former Minister of Justice of Madagascar said 
in this respect that his Government considered that justice even though im
pugnable "was better than no justice at all" 50. It is significant in this respect 
that the draftsman of the Constitution of Zaire (then the Democratic Re
public of Congo) , hirnself recognizing the necessity for this equilibrium between 
the separation of powers and the availability of judges, exduded from the dause 
in the Constitution of 1 967, concerning the independence of the judiciary, this 
stipulation found in the Constitution of 1 964, viz : "Under no circumstances 
may the judicial power be exercized by the legislative or executive bodies. " 

In fact only very few civil servants still sit in the lower courts of Zaire. Ghana 
chose the happy middle way, a solution which reconciles the principles of an 
independent judiciary with the imperative of practice. Its Constitution stipulates 
that no organ of the executive may exercise final judicial authority51. In other 
words the decisions of the lower courts, or other judicial bodies in administrative 
affairs, would in all cases be subject to appeal to the ordinary courts of law. 
Whatever practical reasons may be advanced in favour of them, exceptions to 
the principle of an independent judiciary require critical examination. This is 
all the more so that it is not altogether dear whether the countries implementing 
such exceptions regard them as no more than temporary measures. However, 
the danger of such exceptions should not be over-emphasized, as they are met 
in lower courts only. There is always a possibility of appeal to a higher court. 
And these courts are, as we know, generally staffed by independent and profes
sional judges52. 

iv) Irremovability 

As is aptly stated in the condusions of the Congress of Jurists of New Delhi53, 
the principle of irremovability of judges and the security of tenure until death 
(or until a re ti ring age fixed by statute is reached), is an important safeguard of 

46 Swaziland and Botswana, Subordinate Courts Proclamation, 1958 .  
47 Cf.  GHAI and McAUSLAN, op. cit . ,  p .  372. 
48 J . BRAHIM SEID, "L'organisation de la  justice au Tchadu Revue Juridique et Politique, op.  cit . ,  p .  603 . 
49 F. GON, "L'organisation judiciaire centrafricaine en matiere civile", Revue Juridique et Politique, 

op. cit . ,  p. 552. 
50 Ramangasoavina, "L'organisation judiciaire malgache en matiere penale" J Revue Juridique et Politique, 

op .  eit . ,  p .  787. 
5 1  Constitution of  Ghana, Art. 102. 
52 Indeed some countries even provide for a double appeal (Ethiopia, Rwanda) when the first judgement 

has been rendered by a lower court. 
53 These conclusions wer'C reaffirmed by the African Conference at Lagos. 
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the Rule of Law. Although it is not impossible for a judge appointed for a fixed 
term to assert his independence, he is subject to greater difficulties and pressure, 
particularly if he is seeking re-appointment, than a judge who enjoys security of 
tenure for his life. 
The irremovability of judges from the Bench is explicitly guaranteed in the 
Constitutions of a number of French-speaking countries54, and the majority of 
these countries make reference to this in the laws concerning the judiciary. 
Only Aigeria and the People's Republic of the Congo make mo mention 
of it. This principle of irremovability presupposes that judges of the Bench 
cannot be pos ted elsewhere, even on promotion, without their consent. In ad
dition to this, the re ti ring age is fixed by statute, the possibility of dismissal 
is severely limited, and replacement can only be ordered in the case of ill health 
resulting in permanent disability, making the performance of his duty impossible. 
Definite rules concerning a retiring age and dismissal are also found in English
speaking countries, mainly in the Constitutions55• The retiring age is fixed by 
statute in Ghana or by Parliament in Kenya and Uganda. The rules concerning 
dismissal differ according to whether the judge concerned is Chief Justice, a 
judge of the High Court or a judge of a subordinate court. Dismissal of judges 
because of mental or physical disability or for serious misconduct is possible. 
The Republic Constitution of Nigeria provided that a judge could only be removed 
from office if there were presented to the President (or the Regional Governor) 
addresses from both legislative houses praying that he be removed. Mention had 
to be made in the addresses that at least two thirds of the members of the 
houses had voted in favour of the motion. Under the military regime, this 
safeguard has been repealed. Removal is simply decided by the Supreme Military 
Council acting after consultations with the Advisory Judicial Committee. 
There are other exceptions to the rules of irremovability, which greatly diminish 
the practical value of this guarantee. This is the case, for example, with interim 
appointments. In Senegal, a distinction is made between mere interim appoint
ments within the same court, which are made by the decision of the Minister 
of Justice after consultation with the head of the court, from those temporary 
secondments to other posts, in the interest of the service. These depend on the 
decision of the President of the Republic acting on the advice of the Conseil 
superieur de la magistrature. Obviously, in such cases a guarantee against 
arbitrary detachment is no longer absolute. In Cameroon, a judge can be seconded 
to another post under the rules applicable on appointment. In the Ivory Co ast, 
the Minister of Justice may, by mere decision, appoint regular magistrates, ad 
interim, to vacant posts on the advice of the Chief Justice. All these provisions can 
of course be used only for their specific aims, viz : to guarantee the continuity 
of judicial activity. As in so many other fields concerning fundamental rights, 
and the limitations imposed on the executive, experience has shown that their 
real safeguard lies in the readiness on the part of the executive to sincerely 
observe them and on the part of the judiciary to resist all attempts to excessively 
curb their independence. If these attitudes are missing, then these exceptions 
will constitute most harmful loopholes in the general law. 

54 Constitutions of Senegal, Art. 80, Mauritania, Art. 47 and Gabon, Art. 56. 
55 Constitution of Ghana, Art. 116, Kenya, Art. 62 and Uganda, Art. 85 .  
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c) The rules of discipline 

The independence of the judiciary from the other powers is an essential prereq
uisite of its integrity, but that alone is not enough. More than this, a judge must 
be unbiased and impartial. Family or religious pressures, attempts of bribery, 
private relations of any kind, fear of public opinion, even more or less conscious 
preoccupation with personal problems or personal tendencies, the high tension 
created by an excited court room, are many of the dangers which constantly 
threaten the integrity of judges, and against which they should be forearmed. 
That is the role of the rules of discipline to which they are subject. 
In the Constitutions of the French-speaking countries, no mention is made of 
the rules and disciplinary sanctions of the judiciary, but such rules are clearly 
laid down in a separate act. In private life, the judge should act in keeping with 
his status and prestige. Any misdemeanour, lack of tact or dignity in respect of 
his status, would give rise to disciplinary action. Judicial functions are incompatible 
with a long list of activities. In the political sphere, participation in politics 
is expressly forbidden, as well as any outward manifestation of hostility to 
the princip1es or the form of government or any untimely act of a political 
nature. The judicial function is also incompatible with elective office. In the 
exercise of his office, law and tradition prescribe that his behaviour should 
reflect the independence and objectivity of a judge. Malagasy 1egislation expressly 
prohibits consultations on cases which he has to hear, nor is he allowed to 
accept gifts from the parties concerned, nor to drink or eat with them. He 
may not hear a case if some prejudice opposes hirn to one of the parties. 
Still under Malagasy legislation it is recommended that judges who have com
promised themselves by their behaviour, shou1d re quest to be excused from 
hearing a case56. In Cameroon, a judge takes the following oath : "1 swear and 
promise to carry out my functions faithfully and to the best of my ability, to 
keep all consultations confidential and to conduct mys elf in keeping with the 
dignity and 10yalty of a judge"57. Sanctions vary from a mere reprimand to dis
missal (with loss of pension rights) and may invo1ve change of office, retirement 
from certain functions, 10ss of seniority, demotion, reduction in sa1ary, loss of 
promotion or immediate retirement. Disciplinary power over judges belongs to 
the Conseil superieur de la magistrature. 
English-speaking countries have no equiva1ent to such acts and are faithfu1 to 
the tradition of common law, 1eaving the definition of the duties and obligations 
of judges, and disciplinary sanctions, to practice. The Constitutions go no further 
than to declare that a judge guilty of misconduct may be dismissed58• 
It is, of course, important to ensure the independence of the disciplinary body, 
so that it may be free of politica1 intervention, and thus preserve its freedom 
of action. 
In French-speaking countries the Conseil superieur de la magistrature is normally 
responsible for exercising discip1inary power in respect of judges on the Bench. 
Let us note, however, that the heads of courts supervise to some extent the 
judges under them and may admonish them and that in some countries the 

56 Ramangasoavina, "Le corps des magistrats malgache", Revue Juridique et Politique, op. eit., p .  1 172. 
57 Cameroon Federal Act No. 66-205 of April 20, 1966. 
58 Constitution of Ghana, Art. 1 10, Kenya, Art. 62 and Uganda, Art. 85 .  
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Minister of Justice has this authority over the heads of courts themselves (Tunisia, 
Togo, Cameroon) . But the most severe sanctions that can be inflicted emanate 
necessarily from the Conseil superieur de la magistrature, after a hearing in 
which the accused judge is allowed to defend hirns elf. The independent status, 
which these Conseils normally enjoy, has been mentioned above (Cf. supra : 
appointment of judges)59. 
In some francophonic States it is not the Conseil supeneur de la  magistrature 
which is the disciplinary body for judges. Thus in Tunisia, the disciplinary board 
is made up only of judges. In Madagascar the disciplinary power is exercised 
by the general assembly of the Supreme Court, or the Court of Appeal sitting 
as a disciplinary board. 
In English-speaking countries, the competent body responsible for dismissal is 
also independent. All requests for dismissal are addressed to the President of 
the Republic. The latter may submit the matter to a tribunal made up of three 
members appointed by hirns elf (Kenya, Uganda) or by the Judicial Council 
(Ghana). This tribunal observes normal legal procedure. After consultation their 
decision is communicated to the President of the Republic who must act accord
ingly. In the case of the Chief Justice of Ghana, this tribunal is appointed by 
the President of the Republic after consultation with the State Council and is 
made up of three members of the Supreme Court and two laymen, who are 
neither members of the National Assembly nor the State Council. In the case 
of the Chief Justice of Kenya, the competent tribunal is made up of judges 
appointed by the Civil Service Commission. As far as judges of the lower 
courts are concerned, many constitutions of English-speaking countries stipulate that 
the Judicial Service Commission, acting as a disciplinary body, is the competent 
authority. 
Again, it cannot be said that the statutary law pertaining to these judges fails 
to correspond to the proclaimed ideals of independence and integrity. 

H. Judges in special courts and tribunals 

There exists a large number of courts with special competences, and whose 
members are not governed by the same rules as those set forth for the judges 
of the ordinary courts. It is not the place he re to review all of these courts, 
but only to mention some of the most important ones. We shall deal with the 
customary law courts, the administrative law courts and some exceptional tribunals 
in the criminal field, and look into the problem of professional competence, inde
pendence and moral integrity. 
It has already been mentioned that a large number of African States have kept 
the dual judicial structure which they had inherited from the colonial period. 
These countries therefore have special courts, dealing only with customary law, 
and the rules applicable to the judges of these courts are not necessarily the 
same as those relating to judges of the ordinary courts . While in the countries 
with an integrated court system it has not been possible to appoint pro
fessional magistrates at all levels, it is a fortiori the same for those countries 
which have retained separate customary courts. The members of these courts are 
merely persons acquainted with customary or religious law. This is the case for 

59 See text accompanying footnotes nos. 3 1-33 .  
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example in the Gambia, Sierra Leone and the Sudan. In Swaziland, it is mere1y 
stipulated that the composition of the customary courts should be based on 
customary Swazi law60• Malawi simply stipulates that the judges of the subordi
nate courts should be capable and competent61 • Neverthe1ess, some countries 
have tried to institute a more serious method of recruitment. So for example 
in one of the Nigerian states where, among qualifications required for the 
Chairman of the customary courts, are an e1ementary school certificate, ability 
to read and write English, and adequate experience62• Zambia has organized 
special training courses for lay magistrates. They are handled by the National 
Institute for Public Administration. Furthermore, customary law judges are often 
not appointed for life. Obviously, the absence of irremovability for these judges 
is not necessarily to be ascribed to a desire on the part of the governments to 
exercise undue press ure on them. Rather, it is a way to allow the dismissal 
of those judges whose professional performance is unsatisfactory. This appears 
as a healthy safeguard for any country which wants to gradually improve the 
technical qualification of its customary law judges. Otherwise, these judges are go v
erned by very much the same rules as their colleagues in the ordinary courts. 
Some former French colonies have retained separate administrative law courts. 
As in France, these specialized courts deal with problems of administrative law. 
The recruitment of administrative judges leaves much to be desired in Africa. 
Lacking trained administrative judges, ordinary (non-specialized) judges or half
specialized civil servants, and to a lesser extent persons with no more than 
recognized " competence" , are used. This lies in sharp contrast with the administra
tive judge in France who is a civil servant and has above all a wide experience in 
public law. Through his experience and integrity he guar an tees the deve10pment 
of sound administrative law. It may be conc1uded that systematic recourse to 
magistrates by the judiciary nullifies any reason for the existence of separate 
administrative law courts. Furthermore, an excessive use of mere civil servants 
who are not required to have any genuine legal knowledge is a threat to the 
guarantee of technical competence63• Neither is there much guarantee as to the 
independence of the administrative law judges. In France they are civil servants 
but their independence from the executive is well-rooted in tradition and in 
their own expertise. This is obviously not the case in the new African States. 
We have seen that the technical c.ompetence of the administrative law judge is 
not particularly high. Furthermore, he is appointed only for a fixed term, and 
such appointment is made by the head of the executive alone, on the approval 
of the Minister of Justice. This lack of protection against pressures from the 
executive is all the more dangerous in that it is the executive who is a party to 
the cases this judge has to decide upon . . .  
Various exceptional courts and tribunals in the criminal field have been set up 
in African States, particularly in French-speaking countries. Again, it is not the 
place here to review them aH64. Let us only mention special tribunals set up to try 
cases of high treason on behalf of a Head of State, Ministers and their accomplices 
(Hautes Cours de Justice), tribunals created to try all sorts of crimes such as 

60 Swazi Courts Proclamation No. 80 of 1950, para. 3 .  
61  Malawi Courts Ordinance 1958 ,  p .  54 and Courts Amendment Act  No. 47 o f  1967. 
62 Mid-Western Seate Customary Courts Edict, 1966, s .  6. 
63 Cf. JEOL, op. eit. 
64 See in that respeet, T. G .  VERHELST, ·Survey of Some Exeeptional Courts and Proeedures in Criminal 

Matters" , in T. G. VERHELST, Legal Proeess and the individual . . .  , op. cit., p . 82. 
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attempt of subversion, armed rebellion, terrorist aCt1Vlty (Cours de Sfrrete de 
l'Etat), and courts with special jurisdiction to deal with "economic crimes" 

(Guinea's Tribunal Special and the Special Tribunal of Zanzibar) . 
The Hautes Cours de Justice are typically composed of members elected by and 
from the National Assembly. No particular professional standard is required from 
these members65. In Madagascar the Haute Cour de Justice consists of three ju
stices of the Court of Appeals, and of eight members of Parliament of whom no 
particular legal training is required66. It is obvious that those members are in no 
way enjoying sufficient protection against political pressure. Much to the con
trary, they are very much expected to give politically motivated decisions, and it 
is likely that they will do so if and when required. 
The Cours de Sfrrete de l'Etat or their equivalent are sometimes composed 
of professional judges only67. Sometimes they comprise both legally trained 
judges and ordinary citizens or members of the armed forces68• Procedures for 
appointment are mostly quite summary. Thus the appointment of justices to 
sit on the Cour de Sfrrete d'Etat of Dahomey originates with the Council 
of Ministers, but is made following approval by the Conseil superieur de la mag
istrature. The justices who sit with eight advisors on the Tribunal special in 
the Upper Volta are appointed by the President of the Republic who acts 
upon nominations sub mit ted by the Minister of Justice, after consultation of 
the Conseil superieur de la magistrature. The advisors are chosen by lot from a 
list of citizens established by the Ministers of Justice, of the Interior and of 
Security. Judges sitting on the Cours de Sfrrete d'Etat gene rally do not enjoy 
irremovability. They are appointed for periods ranging from one to five years. 
The independence of these judges is very limited indeed. Sometimes, the reality 
of a "political tribunal" is frankly admitted. In Guinea, only representatives 
of the executive and the legislative branch are seated as judges. Thus, this 
Guinean court is made up of the President of the National Assembly, the Min
isters of Justice and of Defense, and three members of the National Assembly 
hand-picked by the Head of State. It is cIear that such tribunals hardly cor
respond to the criteria set forth as necessary to ensure legal competence and 
independence of opinion on the part of their members. 
Certain African States have created courts of exceptional jurisdiction to deal 
with "economic crimes" . These non-political courts seem to have been designed 
on the one hand to protect the public funds and on the other hand, to dispense 
exemplary justice. Guinea created a Tribunal special in 1 966 to judge economic 
crimes, particularly those relative to customs fraud, exchange fraud, fraud in 
export declarations, and all acts which directly or indirectly "prejudice the market
ing of Guinean agricultural products"'69. This tribunal is composed of the Minister 
of Foreign Commerce, the President of the Court of Appeals, the two Secretaries 
of State attached to the Presidency, and a Secretary General. Zanzibar has establish
ed a Special Court to try political and economic offenses70. The Special Court 
is composed of not more than 14 members appointed at the discretion of the Pres-

65 Ivory Coast, Constitution, Art. 63-66, Act No. 63-1 of January 12,  1963 and Act No. 59-230 of 
November 7,  1959 ; Senegal, Constitution, Art .  85-87 ; Chad, Constitution, Art. 76-79. 

66 Constitution of Madagascar, Art. 1 8 .  
6 7  Ivory Coast, A c t  N o .  63-2 of ]anuary 1 1 ,  1963 ; Dahomey, Ordinance No. 69-9 of M a y  7, 1969 .nd 

Niger, Act No. 64-031 of November 2,  1964. 
68 The Tribunal Militair·e Permanent of the Central African Republic i .  an example of such practice : 

Ordinance No. 67-39 of 1967. 
69 Guinea, Act 50/AN/660 of  February 28, 1966, amended by Act No. 72-67 of April 14, 1967. 
70 Zanzibar, Decree No. 16  of 1966. 
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ident. Liby a set up a Special Court, following the revolution of October 1 96971• 
This Court had jurisdiction on all matters submitted to it by the Revolutionary 
Council as weIl as cases referred to it by ordinary tribunals and other administra
tive organs . The members of this Special Court were appointed by the Revolution
ary Council itself. They were however obligated to carry out their tasks, 
"honestly, justly, and impartially" . 
There is no doubt that a number of the statutes setting up special tribunals in 
African States fail to correspond to some of the elementary criteria of competence 
and independence to be expected from judges. In some cases, such infringements 
on general principles may be explained by the particular political events that 
have just taken place. Most revolutions anywhere in the world have engendered 
their special tribunals. Independence of mind or proficiency in the law is 
certainly not what is then primarily expected from the judges appointed to such 
jurisdictions . However, the special tribunals which some of the African States 
have set up do not seem to correspond to any temporary need. Rather, they 
tend to appear as permanent features of these countries' judicial systems, and 
as such, constitute a severe threat to the Rule of Law. Quite fortunately, they 
are not a frequent occurrence in Africa. 

Conclusion 

As far as ordinary courts are concerned, statutory law in Africa generally 
provides satisfactory provisions regarding professional qualification, independence, 
and integrity of the judges. There are a number of exceptions, but on the whole, 
it can be said that legislation relating to the judiciary of ordinary courts is 
quite adequate. Where exceptional jurisdictions are concerned, the picture is 
certainly not so bright. Administrative courts in French-speaking States hardly 
seem able to curb abuse of power on the part of the executive. Exceptional 
tribunals for criminal or economic offenses infringe blatantly on the most 
elementary principles regarding the independence of the judiciary, let alone regard
ing its professional competence. Yet, they remain exceptional tribunals and many 
States have had no resort to them at all. 
On the whole, therefore, this survey of statutory provisions relating to the Af
rican judiciary does certainly not lead to the conclusion that there is a wanton 
discrepancy between proclaimed ideals and the way statutes have in fact been 
drafted. It may still be affirmed that African legislation regarding the judiciary 
is in line with the proclaimed principles. African legislators have done much to 
equip their countries with a judiciary of high calibre. And yet, justice is far 
from perfect. Ignorance, bias and corruption on the part of judges are reported 
throughout the continent, and governments often interfere in judicial affairs. There 
is indeed a "crisis of justice " in Africa72• The conclusions to be drawn 
from such observations are obvious enough : the laws in the books often fail to 
achieve the objectives for which they have been enacted. Thus Parliament may 
decide that a University degree in law is required to be appointed a judge but 
the availability of trained lawyers in the country, or the particular policy of 
the government towards their allocation, will produce many exceptions to this 
rule. It may then be alleged, as the Supreme Court of Rwanda did, that force 

71 Cf.  Revue de la  Commission Internationale des Juristes, No. 5 ,  Mars 1970, p .  14 .  
72  See  text  accompanying footnote No . 8 .  
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majeure stands in the way of implementing the law73. A Constitution may pro
claim that judges are not to be removed from office, except in the case of grave 
offense. Yet, the political climate in a particular State may be such that a 
government finds the decision of a judge irreconcilable with its fundamental 
political principles and chooses to fire him even if he has applied the law according 
to his conscience. A set of disciplinary rules may be particularly demanding 
and violations of them may be drastically punishable under the law. However, 
a judge's salary may be such that he is unable to resist temptations so that 
his decisions will favor the powerful or the rich. Thus, budgetary constraints, the 
(alleged or real) needs of nation-building, the scarcity of manpower are factors 
which very much determine the extent to which the law will be effectively 
applicable. These observations corroborate, it would seem, a more general thesis 
that law is but a fairly weak tool to model reality. The lawyer who likes to 
think of law in the developing countries as an instrument of social engineering 
or as a set of mechanisms able to promote development ought to remain modest 
about the ability of his discipline to achieve much in that respect. Indeed, when 
law is faced with economic, social or political factors opposed to what it seeks 
to regulate, it is threatened with failure. Developing countries are thus replete 
with more or less weIl-meaning statutes which are too often "fantasy laws"74. 
As far as African legislation on the judiciary is concerned, some is probably 
still closer to fantasy than to reality. Having no chance to be implemented, 
it merely results in a gap between law and fact. Such a gap is most prejudicial, 
as it tends to discredit the legal system in the eyes of the people. Other statutes, 
on the contrary, merely reflect existing conditions and make na effort to induce 
change. In some cases, these statutes actually institutionalize distasteful practices 
and procedures which clearly violate the Rule of Law. This is the case with 
some statutes on Special Tribunals. If some merit is to be found in such le
gislation, it is sincerity. No efforts are made in it to hide reality behind a screen 
of lofty words. 
Most of the African statutes on the judiciary, however, may weIl belong to a 
third category : those which still look a bit too ambitious at the present moment 
but in fact are merely ahead of their time, and have a reasonable chance of 
being implemented some day. Given socio-economic and political75 conditions 
conducive to their implementation, they may be successful. Such law is geared 
not only to provide a framework for existing mechanisms : it is intended to 
pull reality towards new goals. It is innovative and directive76• Such law seeks 
to fulfill a programming function. It may be considered as the embodiment 
of programmed expectations. 

73 Section Cour Constitutionnelle, Cour Supr�me, arret d'interprthation authentique No. 3/13. 03, Febru
ary 6, 1967 (not published) . See T. G. VERHELST, La legislation rwandaise . . .  , op. cit., p .  128 .  

74 The term was f ir st  employed to describe the unsuccessful attempts of the Dutch to introduce a model 
civil code in the East Indies in 1920. Prof. A. SCHILLER used the expression to reler to the new 
codes 01  Ethiopia and the Malagasy Republic : A.  SCHILLER, "The Changes And Adjustments Which 
Should Be Brought To The Present Systems 01 The Countries 01 Alrica To Permit Them To Res
pond More Effectively To the New Requirements 01 The Development 01 The Countris" , in A. TUNC, 
Les aspects juridiques du developpement economique, Legal Aspecrs of Economic Development Dalloz, 
Paris, 1966, p .  193. 

75 In developing countries, often plagued by deep and generalized weaknesses in the administrative 
machinery, a ceaseless determination on the part of the exeeutive to implement the law is essential. In 
these "Soft States" (to use G. MYRDAL' s  exedlent expression) there is nothing automatie about the 
exeeution of a legislative deeision. On the eontrary, it  takes eonsiderable eHort for which very strong 
motivation is indispensable .  

76 Prof. Rene DAVID is one of the most well-known advocates of  the use of legislation as a programme 
to he gradually implemented in a developing society. See, for example, his articles «A Civil Code for 
Ethiopia :  Considerations on the Codification of the Civil Law in Afriean Countries",  Tulane Law 
Review, Vol . 37, p .  187, 1963 . 
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Legislation on the Judiciary in Africa : Fantasy Law or Programmed 
Expectations? 

By T. G. VERHELST 

In Africa it is generally recognized that a high quality of the judiciary is 
needed in order to achieve respect for constitutional freedoms and a harmonious 
development. Even regimes devoted to "African Socialism" share this view, though 
they may question the relevance of the classic theory of separation of powers. Real
ity, however, seldom meets the proclaimed ideals : ignorance, bias and corruption 
on the part of judges, reported throughout the continent, lead to a "crisis of 
Justice" in Africa. Without going further into these phenomena, this paper 
surveys the statutory provisions on the judiciary in all independent African 
States and asks whether they lack the guarantees necessary for the proper 
functioning of a good judiciary. It deals with the quality of legal training, 
appointment procedures, composition of the courts, irremovability of judges, rules 
of professional discipline and their sanctions . African States have seriously tried 
to implement in their statutes the lofty principles on the Rule of Law and the 
role of the judiciary by means of the above-mentioned standards and techniques. 
The standards are met to a much higher degree by ordinary courts . Members 
of courts with special competences (customary or administrative courts etc.) are 
often less well trained in law and less independent from other po,wers. But on 
the whole African legislation generally provides satisfactory standards. The gap 
between the laws in the books and reality is due to the scarcity of legal 
manpower, the (alledged or real) needs of nation-building, budgetary constraints 
etc. or, more generally, to the relative impotence of legislation to forcefully 
model reality. One should be weary about law as a ready instrument of social 
engineering. But not only developing countries produce pieces of mere "fantasy 
laws" . Some African statutes on the judiciary, however, are closer to reality 
in that they merely reflect existing, even if distasteful conditions and do not 
attempt to change them, e .  g. regarding so me special criminal or political tribunals. 
Most of these African statutes, however, may look too ambitious at present but in 
fact are merely ahead of their time, and have a reasonable chance of being im ple
mented some day. They have a programming function and may be considered, 
hopefully, as the embodiment of programmed expectations. 

The International Law of Conservation of Natural Recources in Africa 
and the Stockholm Conference 

By ALBERT CHEDAL 

The purpose of this article is to identify the attitudes of the African continent 
regarding the conservation of natural resources. But also the economic interests 
involved must be protected. The Algiers Convention (Sept. 1 968) secures these 
interests and determines the tasks of conservation in Africa. The evolution of the 
position of African countries regarding the problems of conservation of natural 
resources evolved slowly. The 1 933  London Convention, the first international 
instrument of this kind concerning the African continent, provided only for the 
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